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Newsletter: 
ecology news from the cross-border region Romania – 

Bulgaria December 2019 
 

The Romanian campaign "Clean Cities" stops in Giurgiu 
 

Clean Cities, the traveling campaign 
ECOTIC, dedicated to the collection of 
used electrical and electronic 
equipment from the urban area, 
makes a new stop, this time, in 
Giurgiu. Between 25 and 30 November 
2019, ECOTIC in partnership with the 
City Hall of Giurgiu, the Giurgiu 
County Council encouraged citizens to 
properly dispose of waste electrical 
and electronic equipment (WEEE) for 
recycling , and to receive waste 
between 20kg and 40kg cumulated, to 
receive a ticket worth 10 lei, and for waste over 40 kg cumulated, a value 
ticket of 20 lei. Individuals who will hand over waste over 5kg will be 
automatically registered for the raffle, and can win attractive prizes: Tefal 
bread maker, Gorenje waffle maker or kettle. 
Romania, as a member country of the EU, has the obligation to reach a target 
of 45% collection of waste of electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) by 
2020. In this regard, ECOTIC continues the efforts of awareness among the 
population. "Clean Cities" is the ECOTIC campaign that pursues this objective 
in the urban environment. Together with local public and environmental 
authorities, ECOTIC has informed and continues to inform residents in dozens 
of cities across the country about the need for WEEE collection, providing 
specialized collection points. 
 

http://www.interregrobg.eu/
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In 2017 and 2018, ECOTIC carried out over 35 campaigns that informed more 
than 400,000 people. 
source https://reciclare.club/ 
 
 
 

The project "Joint strategy for tourism development in Giurgiu-Ruse 
region, TourDev Giurgiu-Ruse" has been completed 

 
Project “Joint Strategy for Tourism Development in the Giurgiu-Ruse Region, 
TourDev Giurgiu-Ruse”, project code ROBG-501, funded by the Interreg VA 
Romania-Bulgaria Program. 
 
Business Center for Assistance to Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises - Rousse 
Completes Project "Joint Strategy for Tourism Development in Giurgiu-Ruse 
Region, TourDev Giurgiu-Ruse" , funded by the Romania-Bulgaria Cross-border 
Cooperation Program, lasting 14 months / 09/09/2018 - 07/11/2019.  
During the implementation of the activities, promotional materials were 
developed and printed: 
 
1200 copies of a joint travel guide for potential visitors and tourists, with 
information on the different places of visit in both countries, arranged 
according to the interests of the visitors, their history and importance for the 
region, thematic trails and practical information such as accommodation and 
dining options; 
1200 copies of a collaborative photo album that focuses on area-specific 
ethosocial motives. It contains 100 photographs depicting traditions and 
rituals, symbols, holiday events, folk costumes, traditional art and 
instruments, various types of interiors and exteriors of houses. The photo 
album will be presented in a unique format: as separate postcards that can be 
separated from the album and used as such. 
The two thematic products are tools for promoting the area's rich natural and 
cultural diversity, with the guide providing the reader with useful information 
presenting different places to visit in both countries, arranged according to 

http://www.interregrobg.eu/
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visitors' interests, history and importance for the region, thematic trails and 
practical information such as accommodation and dining options. 
 
The communication activities also included the capture of 10 videos that were 
uploaded to the project website http://tourdev.eu/ and promoted through 
social media channels, the lead beneficiary's and the beneficiary's Facebook 
and YouTube accounts. 

 
http://tourdev.eu/ 
 
 

Fishing stories, trails and preserved heritage – the project MEMOFISH 
 

The preserved heritage of the Danube fishing communities from Bulgaria and 
Romania, meetings with their traditions and culture, options for traveling with 
family, friends or in a youth group were part of the presentations of the 
thematic booth "Danube routes" organized by the Bulgarian-Romanian Chamber 
on during the Autumn International Tourism Fair at the Romexpo Expo Center. 
 
The Chamber was among the nearly 230 exhibitors from 16 countries who 
participated in the forum. Visitors could choose from hundreds of travel offers 
for the Christmas and New Year holidays, holidays on the Romanian and 
Bulgarian Black Sea coast, summer travel packages to near and far 

http://www.interregrobg.eu/
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destinations, see traditional rituals from different countries and discover new 
routes. 
 
The team presented 15 travel 
options in the cross-border 
Bulgarian-Romanian region, showed 
the films made under the “Memofish 
project. Memory and the future. 
Stories about the Danube 
Civilization", met with 
representatives of travel agencies 
from Romania and Bulgaria, as well 
as hundreds of people who shared 
their personal fishing stories. 
www.memofish.eu 
 
 

Again Checking the Danube River by Bulgarian Executive Agency of 
Fisheries and Aquaculture 

 
Employees of RC Gabrovo and RC Svishtov conducted a water check on the 
Danube from 554 to 538 river kilometers. During the inspection, 9 pieces of 
lava were discovered and 
seized, 50 meters each, 80 
hooks and 1 unmarked gill net 
50 meters long. Three fish 
trade sites in Svishtov were 
inspected. No violations were 
found. 
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